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CERTIFICATION OF CHANGES TO SCHEDULES

Schedule XXXVIII - Japan

The permanent delegation of Japan has transmitted to the secretariat the
followings communication concerning rectifications to Schedule XXVIII.

In accordance with the Decision of. the CONTRACTING PARTIES adopted on
19 November 1968 concerning procedures for the modification and rectification of the
schedules appended to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Japan has the honour-
to bring the attention of the contracting parties to the attached rectifications to
Schedule XXXVIII - Japan appended to the (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

1The rectifications are set out in two Annexes Annex I relates to the Japanese
Schedule appended to the Third Certification relating to Rectifications and Modifications
of Schedules to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (5 May 1967); Annex II
pertains to the Japanese Schedule annexed to the Geneva (1967) Protocol to the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

These rectifications are designed:

(a) To amend the Japanese Schedule in accordance with the recommendation of the
Customs Co-operation Council of 9 June 1970 concerning the amendments to.
the Brussels Nomenclature;

(b) to adjust the Schedule to reflect the amendments which were effected on the
Japanese Customs Tariff during the period from 1 April 1967 to
31 March 1971;.

(c) to incorporate, into the Japanese Schedule of the Third Certification, the
results of tariff negotiations with the United States under Article XXVIII :4
which were concluded on 25 February 1971 (see SECRET/201/Add.l); and

(d) to correct the clerical errors appearing in the Japanese Schedule.

1In English only
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EXPLANATORY NOTES

I. Rectifications to Schedule XXXVIII-Japan contained in the Third
Certification of Rectifications and Modifications of 5 May 1967

Result of negotiation under Article XXVIII:4 (see SECRET/201/Add.1)
A new sub-item 6 introduced for dried blood. Scope of concession
unchanged
Result of negotiation under Article XXVIII:4 (see SECRET/201/Add.1)
Sub-items. 2(1)A and.. 2(1)B merged into one sub-item 2(1).
Scope of concession unchanged
As a-new sub-item 11 has been introduced into the general tariff
for seeds of "Plantago psyllium", the former sub-item J1 has been
renumbered 12. Sc-pe of concession unchanged

Betel nuts transferred to 08.05
Scope of concession unchanged
Idem
Result of negotiation under Article XXVIII:4; (see SECRET/201/Add.1)
Scope of concession unchanged
(1) Scope of sub-item 2 (2) extended to include certain marinated

vegetables transferred from 20.02 in the Kennedy Round Scedule
(2) Green peas have been replaced by leguminous vegetables, podded

out to take account of the transfer from 21.07 of certain
leguminous vegetables prepared or preserved, not included in
Schedule XXXVIII

Editorial amendment. Scope of concession unchanged
Scope of concession unchanged
Idem

Idem
Result of negotiation under Article XXVIII:4 (See SECRET/201/Add.1)
Scope. of concession unchanged
Idem.Idem
Idem

Idem
ex 29.16 Idem

ex 02.02
ex 05.15

ex 08.05
ex 09.04

ex 12.07

ex 13.01
ex 15.01,
ex 15.02
ex 17.04
ex 19.02
ex 20.02

ex 21.02-
ex 22.05
ex 22.09
ex 23.05
ex 23.07
ex 25.12

ex 27.07
ex 27.10
ex 28.03
ex 29.15
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Sub-item 4 re-numbered sub-item 3. Scope of concession unchanged
Scope of concession unchanged
Idem

Idem
Idem

Idem

The concession granted under sub-item 5 falls now under the new
sub-item 5(2), as a now sub-item 5(1) has been introduced into
the general tariff for room deodorizers transferred from 38.19.
Scope of concession unchanged
Scope of concession unchanged
Idem
(1) Scope of sub-item 7 extended to include high temperature

refractory construction materials hitherto classified in
sub-item 10

(2) High temperature refractory cements and high temperature
bonding mortars incorporated into high temperature refractory
construction materials

The previous sub-item 5 divided into sub-items 5 and 6, and the
concession granted under the previous sub-item 5 falls now under
sub-item 5 or 6. Scope of concession unchanged
Idem
The concession granted under the former sub-item 1 transferred to
a new sub-item 2(1). Scope of concession unchanged
Scope of concession unchanged
Idem
Adjusted to sub-item structure in the general tariff and in the
Kennedy Round Schedule. Scope of concession unchanged
Scope of concession unchanged
Idem
Idem
Idea
Idem
Idem
Scope of concession unchanged

ex 29.25
ex 29.26
ex 29.35
ex 29.39
ex 32.09
ex 32.12
ex 33.06

ex 34.01
ex 34.03
ex 38.19

ex 39.01

ex 39.02
ex 39.07

ex 4.0.01
ex,40.02
ex 42.02

ex 60.03
ex 61.02
ex 61.11
ex 70.19
ex 71.12
ex 71.13
ex 71.14
ex 73.21 Idem
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ex 73.22 Idem,

ex 73.24 Idem

ex 74.01 Adjusted to the tariff sub-item structure in the general tariif
and in the Kennedy Round Schedule. Scope of concession unchanged

ex 74.18 Scope of concession unchanged

.ex 82.04 Idem

ex 84.01 Idem

ex 84.02 Idem

ex 84.45 Idem

ex 84.51 Idem

ex 84.52 (1) Central processing units of electronic digital automatic data
processing machines transferred to 84.53-1

(2) Electronic digital calculating machines operated in
conjunction with punched cards transferred from the previous
sub-item 84.53-1

(3) The previous sub-items 2, 3, 4 and 5 merged into one sub-item 2

(4) Bookkeeping and accounting machines operated in conjunction
with punched cards transferred from the previous sub-
item 84.53-3

ex 84.53 (1) Central processing units of electronic digital automatic data
processing machines, not operated in conjunction with punched
cards, transferred from 84.52-1

(2) The concession granted under sub-item 3 transferred to the
new sub-item 2 except; for bookkeeping and accounting machines
(see note on item ex 84.52)

ex 84.54 Scope of concession unchanged

ex 84.55 Idem

ex 84.59 Idem
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ex 85.06 Idem

ex 85.08 Idem

ex 85.15 Idem

ex 85.21 Idem

ex 85.22 Parts of controller for electronic digital automatic data processing
machines transferred to 84.55

ex 87.02 Straddle carriers transferred to 87.07

ex 87.07 The new entry caters for straddle carriers transferred from
87.02 and parts thereof transferred from 87.04, 87.05 and 87.06

ex 87.14 Scope of concession unchanged

ex 90.10 The new entry caters for photo-copying apparatus incorporating
an optical system and thermo-copying apparatus transferred from
84.54

ex 90.19 Scope of concession unchanged

ex 90.28 Note 6 referred to in sub-headings renumbered note 5 in
consequence of the deletion from the general tariff of note 2
to Chapter 90. Scope of concession unchanged

ex 98.10 Scope of concession unchanged

ex 98.11 Idem

II. Rectifications to Schedule XXXVIII - Japan contained in the Geneva (1967)
Protocol

ex 03.01 The concession granted under sub-item 2(2) falls now under the
Aew sub-item 2(2)B, as a new sub-item 2(2)A has been introduced
into the general tariff for Nishin (genus "Clupea"), etc.. Scope
of concession unchanged

ex 03.02 Scope of concession unchanged

The new entry caters for salanganes' nests transferred from 05.15ex 04.07
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ex 05.15 The concession granted under sub-item ex 5 falls now under sub-
items 5 or 7, since the new sub-items 5 and 6 have been introduced
into the general tariff for eggs of "Artemia salina" and dried
blood, hitherto classified in the previous sub-item 5, respectively.
Scope of concession unchanged

ex 08.05 Betel nuts transferred from 13.01
09.04 The previous sub-items 2(1)A and 2(1)B merged into a new

sub-item 2(1). Scope of concession unchanged
09.07 Editorial amendment Scope of concession unchanged

ex 09.08 Idem
09.09 Idem

ex 09.10 (1) Sub-item 2 renumbered sub-item 3. Scope of concession
unchanged

(2) See note on item 09.07
ex 12.07 The concession granted under sub-item ex 11 falls now under the

new sub-item 11 or 12, since a new sub-item 11 has been introduced
into the general tariff for seeds of' "Plantago psyllium" transferred
from the previous sub-item 11. Scope of concession unchanged

ex 13.01 Turmeric and bezel nuts transferred to 09.10 and 08.05 respectively
ex 13.02 Cannabis resin transferred from 13.03-9. Scope of concession

unchanged
ex 13.03 See note on item ex 13.02. Scope of concession unchanged

34.03 Piassava transferred from sub-item 2 to sub-item 1. Scope of
concession unchanged

15.01 Scopsof concession unchanged
15.02 Idem

ex 16.02 Preparations of.trepang jellyfish and sea-urchin transferred
to 21.07-2(2)A

16.03 Fish extracts transferred from 16.04-2
ex 19.02 Scope of' concession unchanged
19.07 Idem

ex 20.02 (1) Certain marinated vegetables transferred to 20.02 in the
Third Certification of 5 May 1967

-(2) Greenpeas have been replaced by leguminous vegetables, podded
out to take account of the transfer from 21.07 of certain
leguminous vegetables prepared or preserved, not included in
Schedule XXXVIII
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Editorial amendment. Scope of concession unchanged
The new entry caters for homogenized composite food preparations
transferred from 16.02, 16.04, 20.02, 20.05, 21.06 and 21.07

See note on item ex 16.02

Scope:of concession unchanged
Idem
Idem
Idem

Mixed alkylenes with a very low degree of polymerization
transferred from 38.19

Scope of concession unchanged
Sub-item 1 subdivided into sub-items 1(1) and 1(2). Scope of
concession unchanged'

Scope of concession extended to include intermixtures of
interalloys of rare earth metals, etc. transferred from 38.19-10

Scope of concession unchanged

Idem

Idem

Idem

Dehydroepiandrosterone and pregnenolone transferred to new sub-
item 29.39-5

Scope of concession unchanged

Idem.
Idem

Editorial amendment (phenylmethylaminopropane is to be classified
in item 29.42, not in 29.22 and phenylaminopropane classified in
29.22, not in 29.42)

(1) Urea, containing more than 45 per cent by weight of nitrogen,
transferred to 31.02 or 31.05

(2) 1, 3-Dimethyl-2,6-dioxo-4-amino-5-formylaminopyrimidine
transferred from sub-item 5 to 4

Scope of concession unchanged
Idem

ex 21.02
ex :21.05

ex 21.07
23.06

ex 25.12
25.13
27.07

ex 27.10

28.03
28.04

28.05

28.06
28.20
28.56
29.11
29.13

ex 29.14
29.15

ex 29.16
ex 29.22

ex 29.25

29.26
ex 29.35
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29.39 Scope of concession extended .to include dehydroepiandrosterone and.
pregnelolone transferred from 29.13-1(5) and other steroids used
primarily as hormones `transferred from 29.05-2(3);, 29.13-1(6),
29.13-2(2) and29.14-7.

ex 29.42 (1) Sub-item 3(1) subdivided into sub-items 3(1)A and 3(1)13
(2) The concession granted under sub-item 3(6) falls now under

new sub-items 3(6), 3(7) or 3(8), as new sub-items 3(6) and
3(7) have been introduced into the general tariff for
theophylline calcium and theobromine, hitherto classified in
the previous sub-item 3(6), respectively -

(3). See note on item ex 29.22
ex 30.03 Sub-item 4(1) subdivided into 4(1)A and 4(1)B. Scope of concession

unchanged
ex 31.05 Scope of concession extended to include certain ammonium phosphates

transferred from 28.40-2 and certain urea transferred from 29.25
32.03 Certainpreparations for pre-tanning transferred to the new sub-
-~ -item 38.19-1

32.08 The former sub-items 2 and 3 merged into a new sub-item 2.. Scope
of concession unchanged

32.09 Scope of concession unchanged
32.12 Scope of concession extended to include non-refractory surfacing

preparations transferred from 38.19-10
ex 33.01 Editorial amendment. Scope of. concession unchanged

33.06 The new sub-item 5(1) caters for room deodorizers transferred from
38.19-10 and the concession granted under sub-item 5 falls new
under the new sub-item 5(2)

34.01 Scope of concession extended to include certain organic surface-
active products and preparations transferred from 34.02

34.03 Certain insulating oils--transferred to 38.19-10;
38.19 (1) Mixed alkylenes with a very low degree of polymerization

transferred to 27.10-1(1)A or 27.10-1(2)A
(2) Preparationsi for pre-tanning transferred from 32.03-2 and

- 38.19-10 .
(3) Scope of sub-heading 7 extended to include high temperature

refractory consttruction materials hitherto classified in
sub-item 10

(4) Scope of sub-heading 8 extended to include master blend for
the manufacture of cheving-gum, not containing chicle gum, etc.
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ex 39.01 The previous sub-item 5 divided into sub-items 5 and 6, and the
concession granted under the previous sub-item 5 falls now under
sub-item 5 or 6. Scope of concession unchanged

39.02 (1) The concession granted under sub-item 1(2) falls now under
the new sub-i.bem 1(2) or 1(3), since a new sub-item 1 (2)
has been introduced into the general tariff for polypinene
covered by the concussion in question. Scope of concession
unchanged

(2) The concession granted under sub-item 2(7.) falls under new.
sub-item 2(7) or 2(8). Scope of concession unchanged

(3) The concession granted under sub-item 5 falls under the new
sub-item 5 or 6. Scope of concession unchanged

39.07 (1) Revised first sub-item caters for spools, reels, etc.
transferred from 90.10-2 and 92.13-2

(2) The concessions granted under sub-items 1 and 2 transferred
to the new sub-items 2(1) and 2(2) respectively

ex 40.01 Scope of concession unchanged
ex 40.02 Idem
ex 44.09 Idem,

44.21 idem
56.03 Idem

57.03 Idem
57.06 Idem

57.10 Idem,

58.02 Idam

58.07 Idem

59.04 Idem

59.05 Idem
59.06 Idem

59.08 Idem
61.02 Editorial amendment. Scope of concession unchanged
62.03 Scope of concession unchanged

62.04 Idem
68.04 Idem

69.01 Idem
69.10 Idem.
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70.12 Idem
70.19 Idem
71.12 Idem
71.13 Idem
71.14 Idem

ex 73.15 Sub-items 1(1)A and 1(1)B merged into one sub-item 1(1).
Scope of' concession extended to include high speed steel previously
classified in sub-item 1(C)A

73.21 Scope of concession unchanged
73.22 Containers of iron or steel, for compressed or liquefied gas, of

a capacity exceeding 300 1 transferred to 73.24
73.24 See note on item 73.22
73.33 Scope of concession unchanged
73.37 Idem
73.38 Idem
74.01 Idem
74.07 Idem,
74.09 Containers of copper, for compressed or liquefied gas, of a

capacity of more than 300 1 transferred to 74.19:
74.18 Scope of concession unchanged
75.03 Sub-item 1(1) subdivided into sub-items 1(1)A and 1(1)B.

Scope of concession unchanged
76.08 Scope of concession unchanged
76.09 Containers of aluminium, for compressed or liquefied gas, of a

capacity of more than 300 1 transferred to 76.11
76.11 See note on item 76.09
76.15 Scope of concession unchanged
82.04 Idem
83.01 Idem

ex 84.01 -Scope of concession extended to include the super-heated water
boilers transferred from 84.17

ex 84.06 Editorialamendment. Scope of concession unchanged
ex 84.45 Scope of concession unchanged
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ex 84.51 Idem

ex 84.52 (1) The former sub-iims 2, 3, 4 and 5 merged into a new.sub-item 2

(2) Electronic analogue automatic data processing machines
including units thereof) and analogue calculating machines,

previously classified in sub-item 1(2), transferred to the
new sub-item 84.53-2

(3) Bookkeeping and accounting machines operated in conjunction
with punched cards transferred from the previous sub-.
item 84;53-3

ex 84.53 (1) The concession granted under 84.53-3 transferred to a new sub-
item 84.53-2

(2) Scope of sub-item 2 extended to include electronic analogue
automatic data processing machines other than those operated
in conjunction with punched cards transferred from the
previous sub-item 84.52-1(2) (see note on 84.52)

ex 84.54 Scope of concession unchanged

ex 84.55 Idem
ex 84.59 Idem

84.60 Idem
ex 84.61 Ideam

85.06 S3ub-item 1 subdivided into sub-items l1() and 1(2). Scope of
concession unchanged

85.08 Scope of concession unchanged
ex 85.15 Idem

85.19 Scope of concession extended to include printed circuits
transferred from various headings (e.g. 84.55,' 85.15 and 90.29)

85.20 Scope of sub-item 1 extended to include infra;red lamps
transferred from sub-item 2

ex 85.21 (1) IC in the form of chips or undiced wafers transferred from.
sub-item 3 to 2

-(2) Scope of concession extended to include electronic
microassemblies transferred from various headings (e.g. 84.55
and 85.15)

ex 85.22 Scope of concession unchanged
816.08 Idea

87.02 Straddle carriers transferred to 87.07
87.07 Scope of concession extended to include straddle ^arriers

transferred from 87.02 and parts.thereof transferred from 87.04,
87.05 and 87.06
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87.14 Scope of concession unchanged
ex 89.01 See note on item 89.02

89.02 Scope of concession extended to include vessels, specially
designed for pushing other vessels, transferred from 89.01

89.04 Scope of concession unchanged
90.10 (1) See note on item 39.07

(2) Scope of concession extended to include photo-copying
apparatus incorporating an optical system and thermo-copying
apparatus transferred from 84.54 and parts thereof transferred
from 84.55

90.19 Scope of concession extended to include certain appliances which
are worn or carried, or implanted in the body, to compensate for
a defect or disability, transferred from 85.22-2 azid 90.17

ex 90.23 (1) Note 6 referred to in the sub-headings renumbered note 5 in
t-1-nscqnce Of the deletion from the general tariff of note 2
to Chapter 90. Scope of concession unchanged

(2) "With a frequency range of" replaced by "designed for use at
frequencies" to make a more precise description. Scope of
concession unchanged

91.02 Certain clocks with watch movements regulated by the systems other
than a balance-wheel or hair-spring transferred from 91.04

91.07 Scope of concession extended to include watch movements regulated
by the systems other than a balance-wheel or hair-spring transferred
from 91.08 with consequent simplification of the tariff item
structure

91.09 Scope of concession unchanged
97.04 Editorial amendment. Scope of concession unchanged

-98.10 Scope of concession unchanged
98.11 Idem

If no objections against the rectifications are notified to the secretariat
within sixty days from the date of this document, the rectifications submitted by
the permanent delegation of Japan will be considered to have been approved and
will be incorporated in a forthcoming Certification of Changes to Schedules.
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Annex I

THIRD CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONSANDMODIFICATIONS
SCHEDULE XXXVIII -JAPAN

PART I Most-Favoured-Nation Tariff

After item ex 02.01

Insert the following new item:

"ex 02.02 Dead poultry (that is to say, fowls,
ducks, geese, turkeys and guinea fowls)
and edible offals thereof (except
liver), fresh, chilled or frozen:

Turkeys, cut into pieces

Item ex 05.15
The item shall read:

Animal products not elsewhere specified
or included; dead animals of Chapter 1
or Chapter 3, unfit for human consumption:

6. Blood, dried

Item ex..08.05IU- Thit.em shallread

The item shall rad:

"ex 08.05 Nuts other than those falling oithin
heading No. 08.01, fresh or dried,
shelled or not:
ex 4. Other: --

Sweet almonds

Item ex 09.04

The item shall read:

"ex 09.04 Pepper of the genus "Piper"; pimento of
the genus "Capsicum" or the genus
"Pimenta"':

2. Other:
ex (1) Unground and unmixed:

Pepper seeds

L/3705

"ex 05.15

15%"

Free"

9%"

20%"
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THIRD CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

SCHEDULE XXXVIII -JAPANPART I (continued)
Itemex 12.07

Delete the sub-item 11 and substitute:

"ex 12. Other:
Oubé root free"

Delete "betel nuts,"

Item ex 15.01

The item shall read:

"ex 15.01 Lard, other pig fat and poultry. fat,
rendered or solvent-extracted:

1. Pig fat: : ;

(1) Lard. .. 15 yen/kg
(2) Other:

A. Of acidvalue exceeding 2 5%
B. Other 15 yen/kg"

Item ex 15.02

The heading shalI read:

"Pats of bovine cattle, sheep or goats., unrendered;
rendered or solvent-eitracted fats (including
'premier just) obtained from those unrendered fats:"

The sub-item 1 shall read:

"1. Chewing gm 40%"

Item ex19,02

After flourr, insert "meal,"
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THIRD CERTIFICATIONOF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

SCHEDULE XXXVIII - JAPAN

PART I (continued)
Item-ex 20.02

The sub-tem 2 (2) shall read:
"ex (2) Other:

Asparagus in airtight can, bottle or pot., not
more than 10 kg each incluydingcontainer 20%
Green peas and tomatoes, in can, bottle or pot,
not more than 10 kg each including container 25%
Other, in airtight containers not more than
10 kg each including container, excluding the..
following:
Legminous vegetables, podded out; tomatoes,
asparagus, bamboo sprouts, mushrooms, garlic
powder, mashed potatoes and potato flakes 20%"

Item ox 21.02
Delete "alcohol and coffee" and substitute "alcohol or coffee"

Item ex 21.05
The heading shall read:

"Soups and broths, in liquid, solid or powder form;
homogenized composite food preparations:"

Item ex 22.09
Delete:

"Provided that the container is labelled to indicate the
commercial identification of the product, and that the label
is approved by the Goverment or a Government instrumentality
of the country of origin"

and substitute:
"Provided that the container is labelled to indicate the
commercial identification of the product, and that the
contents are certified as authentic by the Government or a
Goverment instrumentality of the country of origin"

Item x 23.05
The item shall read

"ex 23.05 Wine lees; argol:
Argol Free"

After item ex 23.05
Insert the following new item:

"ex 23.07 Sweetened forage; other preparations of a kind
used in animal feeding:
ex 2. Other:
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THIRDCERTIFICATIONOF RECTIFICATIONSAND MODIFICATIONSSCHEDULEJAPOAN

PART I (cotinued)
"ex 28.05 (ctd) . More.than 70 yen/kg in value for

customs duty, put up in containers for
retail sale but not in airtight ooi-
tainers, excluding those containing 10%..
or more by weight of lactose or cntai-

Itemex 25.12 ning 35% or more by weight, of crude protein 15%"

The heading shall read.
"Siliceous fossil meals and similar siliceous earths
(for example, kieselguhr, tripolite or diatomite), whether
or not calcined, of an apparent specific gravity of 1 or less-0

Item ex 27.07
The heading shall read:

"Oilsand other products of the distillation of high
temperate coal tar; simIlar products as defined in
Note 2 to this Chapter:"

Item ex 27.10
Delete "(1)

.. ., .

Petroleum spirits:
B. .Other: "

and substitute:
"(1) Petroleum spirits:

C. Other:'"
Item.ex 28.03

The headLg shall read:
"Carbon (including carbon black: "

item "ex 29.15
The heading shall read:

"Polycarboxylic acids and their anhydrides, halides,
percaxdes and peracids, and their halogenated, sulphonaed,
treatedd or nitrosated derivatives:"

Itemex29.16
The item shall read:

"ex 29.16 Carboxylic acids with alcohol, phenol, aldehyde
or ketone function and other single or complex
oxygen-funetion carboxylic acids and their
anhydrides, halides, peroxides and peracids,
and their halogenated, sulphohated, nitrated
or nitrosated derivatives:
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THIRD CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

SCHEDULE XXXVIII-JAPAN

PART-I (continued)

"ex 29.16 (ctd) 1. Carboxylic acids with alcohol
function and their derivatives:
(5) Cholic acid 15%

2. Carboxylic acids with phenol
function and their derivatives:
(1) Salicylic acid 20%
(2) Acetylsalicylic acid 20%"

Item ex 29.25

The item shall read:

"ex 29.25 Carboxyamide-function compounds;
amide-function compounds of carbonic
acid:

3. Diethylanoaceto-2,éxrylidide 15%
ex 5. Other:

N-Methyl-l-naphthyl carbamate 20%"

Itemex 29.26

The heading shall read:

"Carbxyimjide-fuction compounds (including ortho-
benzoicsulphimide and its salts) and imine-fumction
compounds (including hexymethylenetetramine and
trimethylenetrinitramine) :"

Delete the sub-item 10 and substitute:

"10. Dextro-l-(p-methoxbenstl) -2-metyloctabydro-
isoquinoline tartrate; dextro-3-hydroxy-N-
methylmorphinan; dextro-3-methoxy-N-methyl.
morphinan hydrobromide; 3,4-dimethyl-5-
amnnoisaxazole 15%

ec 11. Other:
For rubber accelerators or rubber
antioxidants 25%"

_ 5 -



THIRD CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

SCHEDULE XXXVIII -JAPAN

The heading shall read:

"Hormones, natural or reproduced by synthesis;
derivatives thereof, used primary as hormones;
other steroids used primary as hormones:

Itemex 32.02
After "dyes" insert "or other colouring matter"

Item ex 32.12

The heading shall read:

"Glaziers' putty; grafting putty; painters'
filings; non-refractory surfacing preparations;
stopping, sealing and similar mastics, including
resin mastics and cements:"

Item ex-33.06

Delete the sub-item 5 and substitute:

"5. Other:
ex (2) Other

Other than shaving preparations,
manicure preparations and
incenses:
In liquid or paste form 30%
Other 35%"

Item ex 34.01

The heading shall read:

"Soap; organic surface-active products and
preparations for use as soap, in the form of bars,
cakes or. moulded pieces or shapes, whether or not
combined withsoap:"

L/3705 -6-
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THIRD CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

SCHEDULE XXXVIII-JAPAN
PART I (continued)

The item shall read:

'ex 34.03 Lubricating preparations, and preparations
of a kind used for oil or grease treatment
of textiles, leather or other materials,
but not including preparations containing
70% or more by weight of petroleum oils or
of oils obtained from bituminous minerals:

Greases 15%
Cutting oils of a specific gravity more
than 0.8494 at 15°C, containing more
than 50% by weight of petroleum oils or
of oils obtained from bituminous minerals
in dehydrated state 22.5%
Other:
Lubricating preparations, containing
more than 50% by weight of petroleum
oils or of oils obtained from
bituminous minerals in dehydrated
state 20%"

Item ex 38.19
Delete the sub-items 7 and 10 and substitute:

"ex 7.- Refractory construction materials:
High temperature refractory
construction materials 15%"

Item-ex 39.01
Delete the sub-item 5 and substitute:

"5. Products described in Note 2 (A)(b) or
2(A)(c) to Chapter 59 30%

6. Other:
(2) Of polyester resins 30%
(3) Of silicones 30%
(4) Other 30%"
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THIRD CERTIFCATION OF RECTIFlCATIONS AND, MODIFICATIONS

SCHEDULEXXXVIII - JAPAN

PART I (continued)
Item eg 39.02

Delete the sub-item 5 and substitute:
"5. Products described in Note 2(A)(b) or 2(A)(c)

to Chapter 59:
(1) Of polyvinyl chloride resins or

polyvinyl acetate resins:
In primary forms 20%
Other 30%

(2) Other 30%
6. Other:

(1) Of polyethylene 30%
(2) Of fluorine resins 30%
(3) Of polystyrene 30%
(4) Of polyvinyl chloride resins or polyvinyl

acetate resins:.
A. Polyvinyl chloride resin plaiting

materials with a core :of rattan 30%
B. Other:

In primary forms 20%
Other 30%

(5) Of acrylic resins 30%
(6) Other 30%"

Item ex 39.07

The item shall read:
"ex 39.07 Articles of materials of the kinds described

in headings Nos. 39.01 to 39.06:
2. Othe:,:

ex (1) Articles pf materials of the
kinds described in heading
No. 39.01 or 39.02:
Other than those of phenol
resins, accessories for
machinery, table linen,
table and other household
or decorative articles,
office supplies, sanitary
fixtures, sanitary fittings,
plumbing fixtures, watch
bracelets, lighting fixtures,
lighting fittings, hair pins
and curtain 30%"
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THIRD CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

SCHEDULE XXXVIII - JAPAN

PART I (continued)

Item.ex 40.01

The item. shall read:

."ex 40.01 Natural rubber latex, whether or not
with added synthetic rubber latex,
pre-vulcanised natural rubber latex;
natural rubber, balata, gutta-percha
and similar natural gums:

Natural rubber latex, not with added
synthetic rubber latex, excluding
thermo-sensitive and electro-positive
latex

Pre-vulcanised natural rubber latex
Natural rubber, not with added
plasticisers or other substances
(other than preservatives and clay)
before coagulation, excluding
clay-masterbatched natural rubber
and SP rubber

Gutta-percha

Item ex 40.02
The item shall read:

"ex 40.02 Synthetic rubber latex; pre-vulcanised
synthetic rubber latex- synthetic rubber;
factice derived from oils:

Synthetic rubber latex:

Thermo-sensitive and electro-
positive latex

Other
Pre-vulcanised synthetic rubber latex

Synthetic rubber, not with added
plasticisers or other substances (other
than mineral oil, preservatives and
colouring matter solely for the purpose
of identification) before coagulation,
excluding natural rubber-modified with
artificial plastic materials, des-
cribed in Note 4 (c) to this Chapter
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THIRD CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS
SCHEDULE XXXVIII- JAPAN

PARTI(continued)
Item ex

Theitem shall read:

"ex 42.02 Travel goods (for example, trunks
suit-cases, hat-boxes, travel-bags,
rucksacks), shopping-bags, hadbags,
satchels, briefcases, lets, punses,
toilet-cases, tool-cqses, tobacco-pouches,
sheaths, cases, boxes (for example, for

arms, musical instruments, binoculars,
jewellery, bottles. collars, footwear,
brushes) and similar containers, of
'leather or of composition leather, of
vulcatised fibre, of artificial plastic
sheeting, of paperboard or of textile
fabric:

ex 1. Handbags, wallets, purses and
toilet-cases, combines or

trimmed with precious metals,
rolled precious metals, metals
plated with precious metals,
precious stones, semi-precious
stones, pearls, coral, elephants'
tusks or Bekko, more than 6,000
yen/piece in value for customs
duty:

35%Handbags of leather

2. Other:
el (1) Of leather or of com-

position leather:

Handbags of leather

The sub-item shall read:

"1. Of synthetic fibres:

ex (1) Women's and girls' stockings:

Of nylon 30%"'
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THIRD CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

SCHEDULE XXXVIII - JAPAN

PART I (Continued)

Item ex 61.02

The item shall read:

"ex 61.02 Women's, girls' and infants' outer
garments:

ex 1. Containing furskin or combines or
trimmed with precious metals,
rolled precious metals, metals
plated with precious metals,
precious stones, semi-precious
stones or pearls:
Dresses, suits and overcoats,
of wool or wool mixed with
other fibres 40%

2. Other:
ex (1) Containing embroidery or

consisting wholly or
partly of lace:

Dresses, suits and over-
coats, of wool or wool
mixed with other fibres,
embroidered 30%
Dresses, suits and over-
coats, not used, of
cotton, other than
those containing
embroidery 21%
Dresses, suits and over-
coats, not used, of
wool or wool mixed with
other fibres, other than
those conta ining
embroidery 22.5%

ex (2) Other:
Dresses, suits and over-
coats, not used, of
cotton 21%
Dresses, suits and over-
coats, not used, of wool
or wool mixed with other
fibres 22.5%"
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THIRD CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

PART I (continued)

Item ex 61.11

Delete the sub-item 3 and substitute:

"2. Other:
ex (2) Other:

Other than belts, badges and
.insignia 20%"

The item shal11 read:

"ex 70.19,* - Glass beads,,- mitation pearls, imitation
precious and:.semi-precious stones, fragments
and chippings, .and similar fancy or decorative
glass smalvares, and articles of glassware
made therefrom; glass cubes and small glass
plates,., whether..or.not on a backing, for
*mosaics:and similar decorative purposes;
art.ificial eyes of glass, including those for
toys but excluding those for wear by humans;
ornaments and other fancy articles of lamp-
worked glass; glass grains (ballotini):

l. Glass cubes-and small glass plates,
whether or not on a backing, for
mosaics and similar decorative
Opurposes; artificial eyes of glass,
including those for toys but ex-
cluding those for wear by humans;
orn.Vients and other fancy articles
of lamp-worked glass; excluding
.those combined with precious metals
or metals plated with precious metals 15%"

Item ox 71.12

The item shall read:

"ex 71.12 Articles of jewellery and parts thereof, of
precious metal or rolled precious metal:

Made of, or combined with, silver or
platinum group metals 35%
-Other:

Combined or trimmed with gold, value of
the part of gold less than 80% of the
total value (excluding chains for watches,
spectacles or pince-nez and other orna-
mental chains worn on person) 50%"

L/3705 - 12 -
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THIRD CERTIFICATIONOF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

SCHEDULE XXXVIII -JAPAN

PART I (continued)

Item ex 71.13
The item shall read:

"ex 71.13 Articles of goldsmiths' or silversmiths'
wares and parts thereof, of precious metal
or rolled precious metal, other than goods
falling within heading No. 71.12:

Made. of, or combined with, silver or
platinum group metals; combined or
trimmed with gold, value of-the part
of gold being less than 80% of the
total value: excluding the following:

- knives, razors., scissors and other
cutlery spoons, brooms and brushes 50%"

Item-ex 71.14

The item shall read:

"ex 71.14 Other articles of precious metal or
rolled precious metal:

ex 2. Other:
Made of, or combined with, silver
or platinum group metals; com-
bined or trimmed with gold,

value of the part of gold being
less than 80% of the total value .50%"

Itemex 73.21

Delete ", complete or incomplete, whether or not assembled.,"
Item ex-72.22

After "material" insert "(other than compressed or
liquefied gas)"

The heading shall read:

"Containers, of iron or steel, for compressed or
liquefied gas:"
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THIRD CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

SCHEDULE XXXVIII- JAPAN

PART- I (continued)

Item ex 74.01

The item shall read:

"ex 74.01 Copper matte; unwrought copper (refined
* ^-or not); copper waste and scrap:

2. Unwrought copper (other than those
specified in 1- above):
ex (1) Contaixng not more than

99.8% by weight of copper
and used for smelting or
refining:
Blister copper in bar, con-
taining more than 95% by
weight of copper 10%

ex (2) Other:
Blister copper in bar, con-
taining more than 95% by
weight of copper 10%"

Item ex 74.18

Delete buildersrs"

Item ex 82.04

Delete umounted glaziers!diamonds ," and substitute
"glaziers' diamonds,",
Delete "mounted on frameworks" and substitute "with
frameworks"

The heading shall read:

"Steam and other vapour generating boilers excludingn
central heating hot water boilers capable also of
producing low pressure steam); super-heated water
boilers:"

Delete "for use with steam and other vapour generating
boilers" and substitute "for use with boilers of heading
No. 84.01"



THIRD CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

SCHEDULE XXXVIII- JAPAN

PART I (continued)

Item ex 84.45

Delete "metallic"and substitute "metal"

Item ex 84.51

The item shall read:

"ex 84.51 Typewriters, other than typewriters
incorporating calculating mechanisms;
cheque-writing machines:

1. typewriters 15%"

Item ex 84.52
The item shall read:

"ex 84.52 Calculating machines; accounting machines,
cash registers, postage-franking machines,
ticket-issuing machines and similar
machines, incorporating a calculating
device:

ex 1. Electronic digital calculating
machines:
Compters 15%

ex 2. Other:
Bookkeeping and accounting
machines, cash registers and
electric or hand-operated
calculating machines 15%"

Item- ex 84.53

The item shall read:

"ex 84.53 Automatic data processing machines and unite
thereof; magnetic or optical readers,
machines for transcribing data onto data
media in coded form and machines for process--
ing such data, not elsewhere specified or
included:

L/3705- 15 -
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THIRDCERTIFICATIONOF RECIIFICATIONSAND MODIFICATIONS

SCHEDULE XXXVIII = JAPAN

ex 1. Electronic digital automatic
data processing machines
(including those with analogue
elements) and units thereof
(excluding power supply units
and units able to accept or
deliver analogue'.ta only);
magnetic tape converters.,
magnetic tape printers and units
thereof; auxiliary machines of
electronic digital calculating
machines falling within heading
No. 84.52-1:

Central processing units
ex 2. Other:

Punching machines, checking
machines, sorting machines,
tabulating machines, calcula-
ting punches (excluding
electronic calcuating punches
other than those with self-
contained mechanisms for
reading and punching cards),
collators, interpreters and
other statistical machines and
tlejLr auxiliary machines, of a
kind operated in conjunction
with punched cards. or of a kind
sed for preparing punched
cards

15%

10%"

Item ex84.54
The item shall read.

Other office machines, (for example,
hectograph or stencil duplicating machines,
addressing machines, coin-sorting machines,
coin-cunting and wrapping machines, pencil-
sharpening machines, perforating and
stapling machines):

Duplicating machines, addressing machines
and similar printing machines

Office machines (excluding stapling
machines, cheque perforators, pencil-
sharpening machines and similar hand
operated machines and printing-
machines)

15%

15%"

L/3705
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THIRD CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

SCHEDULEI XXXVIII - JAPAN

PART. I.(continued)

Delete "Parts of calculating machines other than
hand-operated type" and substitute:
"Parts of calculating machines (other than
hand-operated type) or of automatic data
processing machines"

The heading shall read:

"Machines and mechanical appliances, having individual
functions, not falling within any other heading of
this Chapter:"

Item ex 85.06

Delete the sub-item 1 and substitute:

"ex 1. Vacuum cleaners, floor polishers, food
grinders, food mixers, fruit juice
extractors and fans, and parts thereof:

ex (2) Other:
Vacuum cleaners, floor polishers,
food grinders, food mixers and
fruit juice extractors 15%"

Delete "dynamos and cut-outs for use in conjunction
therewith:" and substitute:

"generators (dynamos and alternators) and cut-outs
for use in conjunction with such engines:"

Item ex 85.15

Delete "(including those incorporating gramophones)"
and substitute "(including receivers incorporating
sound recorders or reproducers)"
The sub-item 1 shall read:

"ex 1. Radio-broadcast receivers (including chassis):
Radio-gramophones 35%
Those not incorporating sound reproducers,
excluding chassis 18%"
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THIRD CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

SCHEDLEXXXVIII - JAPAN

PARTI (continued)

Item ex 85.21

The item shall read:

"ex 85.21 Thermionic, cold cathode and photo-

cathode valves and tubes (includingvapour
or gas filled valves and tubes, cathode-
ray tubes, television camera tubes and
mercury arc rectifying valves and tubes);
photocells; mounted piezo-electric
crystals; diodes, transistors and
similar semiconductor devices; electronic
microcircuits,::
-ex 1. Thermionic valves and tubes:

For laboratory instruments or

apparatus
Receiving tubes, excluding non-
entertainment receiving tubes
(i.e. reliable tubes)
For telephonic- or telegraphic
apparatus

ex 2. Modes, transistors and similar
semiconductor devices; integrated
circuits:

Litegrated circuits

ex 3. Other:

For laboratory instruments or
apparatus

Item ex 85.22

The item shall read:

"ex 85.22 Electrical appliances and apparatus, having
individual functions, not falling within
any other heading of this Chapter:
For laboratory uses

15%

20%

30%-

15%

15I

15%"

15%"
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THIRD CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

SCHEDULXXXVIII - JAPAN

PART I ( continued)

Item ex 87.02

The sub-item 3 shall read:
"ex 3'. Trucks, vans or lorries, other than those

of track-laying type and shuttle cars:
TruIftls, more than 254 cm in wheel base,
excluding three-wheeled type:
Loading capacity of not less than
18 metric tons
Other

After item ex 87.06
Insert the following new item:

"ex 87.07 Works trucks, mechanically propelled,
of the types used in factories, ware-
houses, dock areas or airports for
short distance transport or handling
of goods (for example, platform trucks
fork-lift trucks and straddle carriers3;
tractors of the type used on railway
station platforms; parts of the fore-
going vehicles:

Straddle carriers (vehicles hoisting
and carrying cargo under chassis
thereof)
Parts (excluding chassis fitted with
.engines) of straddle carriers

Item ex

The item shall read:

"ex 87.14 Other vehicles (including trailers), not
mechanically propelled, and parts thereof:

Trailers for motor vehicles falling
within heading No. 87.01 or 87.02
and parts thereof

L/3705
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THIRD CERTIFICATION.OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS
SCHEDULEXXXVIII- JAPAN

PARTl (continued)
Aftr itemex90.09

Insert the following new item:

"ex 90.10 Apparatus and equipment of a kind used
in photographic or cinematographic
laboratories., not falling within any
other heading in this Chapter; photo-
copying apparatus (whether incorporating
an optical. system or of the contact type)
..and thermo-copying apparatus; screens
for projectors:
ex 2. Other.

Photo-copying apparatus
incorporating an optical
system and thermo-copying-
apparatus

The heading shall read:

Orthopaedic appliances, surgical belts, trusses
and' the' like; splints and other fracture appliances;
artificial limos eyes, teeth and other artificial
parts of the body;. deaf-aids and other appliances
which are worn or carried, or implanted in the
body, to compensate for a 'defect or disability:".

Item ex 90.28

The item shall. read:

"ex 90.28 Electrica measuring, checking, analyzing
or automatically controlling instruments
and apparatus:

ex 1. Described in Note 5(a) to this
Chapter:
For laboratory uses

ex 2. Described in Note 5(b) to this
Chapter:
Pressure gauges
Altimeters, microcators, speed
indicators and tachometers
Other, for laboratory uses

15%

15%

15%

15%
15%
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PART I. (continued)

"ex 90.28 (ctd) ex 3. Described in Note 5(c) to this
Chapter:
For laboratory uses 15%

ex 4. Described in Note 5(d) to this
Chapter:
For laboratory uses 15%

Item ex98.10

The item shall read:

"ex 98.10 Mechanical lighters and similar lighters,
including chemical and electrical lighters,
and parts thereof, excluding flints and
wicks:

ex 1. Made of, or combined with, precious
metals, rolled precious metals,
meta1s plated with precious metals,
precious or semi-precious stones,
pearls, coral, elephants' -tusks
or Bekko:

Made of, or combined with, precious
stones, semi-precious stones
silver or platinum group metals 45%
Other:

Combined or trimmed with gold,
value of the part of gold being
less than 80% of the total
value 50%"

Item ex98.11
The item shall read:

fex 98.11 Smoking pipes; pipe bowls, stems and other
parts of smoking pipes (including roughly
shaped blocks of wood or root); cigar
and cigarette holders and parts thereof:
ex 1. Made of, or combined with, precious

metals, rolled precious metals,
metals plated with precious metals,
precious or semi-precious stones,
pearls, coral, elephants tusks
or Bekko:



THIRDCERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

SCHEDULE XXXVIII - JAPAN

PART I (continued)
"ex 98.11 (ctd) Made of, or combined with,,

precious stones, semi-precious
stones, silver or platinum
group metals 45%
Other:

Combined or trimmed with gold,
value of the part. of gold
being less than 80% of the
total value 50%

ex 2. Other:
Of synthetic resins other than
phenol resins 30%"

Note: These rectifications -will become effective on the thirtieth day
following the notificaticn. given to that effect by the Government
of Japan to the Director-General of the CONTRACTING PARTIES upon
the completion of internal procedures, or on such earlier date
as may be indicated in that notification.
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Annex II
GENEVA, (1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULEXXXVIIIJAPAN

PART I -Most-Favoured-NationTariff

Itemex 03.01

The item shall read:

"ex 03.01 Fish fresh (live or dead), chilled
or frozen:
l.Aquarium or ornemental fish

2.0ther:

(2) Other:

B. Other

Base rate
of

duty-

10%

10%

concession

duty

5%

5%"

Item ex 03!02

The heading shall read:

"Pish, dried, salted or in brine; smoked fish,
whether or not cooked before or during the
smoking process:-"

After item ex 04.05

Insert the following new item:

"ex 04.07 Edible products of animal origin, not
elsewhere specified or included:

2. Salanganes' nests

Item ex 05.15,

Delete the sub-item 5 and sulatitute:

"5. Eggs of "Artemia salna"

7. Other

5%

5%

5%

2.5%"

2.5%
2.5%"

Item ex 08.05

After "Bitter almonds" insert "and Netel nuts"

L/3705
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXXVIII - JAPAN

PART I (continued)

Item09.04The item shall read:

"09.04 Popper of the genus "Piper"; pimento
of the genus "Capsicum" or the genus
"Pimenta":.

1. Put up in containers for
retail sale

2. Other:
(1) Unground and unmixed:

Allspice
Pepper seeds
Other

(2) Ground or mixed

Item09.07. ex09.08 and 09.09

Delete "Put u'for sale by retail" and substitute
"Pat up in containers for retail sale"

Delete "2. Other:
(1) Put up for. sale by retail"

and substitute:
"3. Other:

(1) Put up in containers for retail sale"

Itemex 12.07

Delete the sub-item 11 and substitute:
"11. Seeds of tPlantagr psyllium'

ex 12. Other:
Other, exclusing the following: cubé
root, cannabis plant. and poppy.straw.

Item, ex 13.01

Delete "turmeric," and "betel nuts,"

25% 10%

Free

20%
5%
15%

10%

10%.

Free
Free
Free

15%"

Free

5%"
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL
SCHEDULEXXXVIII - JAPAN

PART I (continued)

Item ex 13.02

The sub-item 8 shall read:

"ex 8. Other: '

0ther than cannabis-resin Free Free"

Item ex 13.03

Delete "cannabis resin,"

Item 14.03

The item shall read:

"14.03 Vegetable materials of a kind used
praimarilyinbrushes or -in brooms (for
example, sorgho, piassava,: cauch-grass
and istle), whether or not in bundles

or hanks:

1. Piassava, mexican fibres and
palmyra fibres:
Piassava 5% Free
Other Free Free

2. Other 5%- 2.5%"

Item-15.01

The item shall read:,

"15.01 Lard, other pig fat and poultry fat,
rendered or solvent-extracted:

1. Pig fat:
(1) Lard .15-yen/kg 12 yen/kg
(2) Other:
'..A. Of an acid value

exceeding 2 5% Free
B. Other 15 yen/kg 12 yen/kg

2. Poultry fat 15% 7.5%
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SCHEDULE XXXVIII- JAPAN

PARTI (continued)

The heading shall read:

"Fats of bovine cattle., sheep or goats,
rendered; rendered or solvent-extracted
fats (including 'premier jus' obtained from
those unrendered fats:"

Item ex 16.02

Delete the item.

Item 16.03

The item shall read:

"16.03 Meat extraets-and meat juices;
fish extracts:
Meat extracts and meat juices 30% 20%
Fish 'extracts 20% 15%"

Item
After "flour," insert "meal,"

It, 19.07
The beading shall read:

"Bread, ships' biscuits and other ordinary
bakers' wares, not containingadded sugar,
honey, eggs, fats, cheese or fruit"

Item ex 20.02

The item shall read:

"ex 20.02 Vegetables prepared or preserved
otherwise than by vinegar or acetic
acid:
2. Other:

- 26-



GENEVA (1967)PROTOCOL

PART I(continued)
Item ex 20.02 (ctd) (2) Other:

Garlic powder and mushrooms:
Other than those in airtight
containers not more than
10 kg each including.
container

Tomatoes
Other (excluding the following:
asparagus, bamboo shoots,
leguminous vegetables, podded
out; mashed potatoes and
potato flakes):
Other than those in airtight
containers not more than
10 kg each including con-
tainer

Itemex 21.02

Delete "excluding those containing alcohol and coffee"
and substitute "excluding thcse containing alcohol or
coffee"

After itemex 21.04
Insert the following new items:

"ex 21.05 Soups and broths, in liquid, solid or
powder form; homogenised composite
food preparations:
Homogenised composite food
preparations

ex 21.07 Food preparations not elsewhere
specified or included:

2. Other:

(2) Other:-
A. Products specified in

heading No. 04.07

The heading shal1 read:

"Products of vegetable origin of a kind used for
animal food, not elsewhere specified or included"

30%

20%

L/3705
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL

PART I (continued)

Item ex 25.12

The heading shall read:

"Siliceous fossil meals and similar siliceous
earths (for example, kieselguhr, tripolite or
diatomite), whether or not calcined, of an
apparent specific gravity or 1 or less:"

Item ex25.13
The sub-item 2 shall read:

"2. Garnet:
(1) Not-more than 100 yen/kg in

value for customs duty 10/yen/kg 5 ye/kg
(2) Other 15% 7.5%"

Item. e 27.07

The heading shall red:

"Oils and other products of the distillation
of high temperature coal tar; similar
products as defined iL Note 2 to this Chapter:"

Item ex 27.10

The sub-item 1 shlell read:

"1. Petroleum oils and oils obtained from
bituminous minerals. including those
containing less than 5% by weight of
goods other than petroleum oils and
oils obtained from bituminous minerals:

(1) Petroleum spirits:
A. Mixed alkylenes with a very low

degree of polymerisation 10% 5%
i(2) Kerosenes:

A. Mixed alkylenes with a very low
degree of polymerisation 10% 5%

L/3705 - 28 -
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SCHEDULE XXXVIII - JAPAN

PARTI (continued)
Item ex 27.10 t (5) Lubricating oils, including liquid

(ctd) paraffin:
4. Of a specific gravity not more

than 0.8494 at 15°C 20% 10%
B. Other:

Cutting oils, insulating oils
and liquid paraffin 22.5% 11.25%
Other:

Quenching oils, hydraulic
oils, rust preventive oils
and other oils n.ot beitg-
mainly used for lubricating. 20% 10%
Other 20% 15%"

Item 28.03

The heading shall read:

'Carbon (including carbon black)"

Item 28.04
The sub-item 1 shall read:

"1. Rare gases:
(1) Helium 10% 5%
2) Other 10% 5%"

Ite 28.05

The heading shall read:

"Allkali and alkaline-earth metals; rare earth
metals, yttrium and scandium and intermixtues
or interalloys thereof; mercury:"

The sub-item; 2 shall read:

"2. Rare earth metals, yttrium and scandium
and intermixtures or interalloys thereof 15% 7.5%"

- 29 -
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SCHEDULEXXXVIII -JAPAN

The item shall read:

"28.06 Hydrochloric acid and chlorosulphuric
acid:

1. Hydrochloric acid 10% 5%
2. Chlorosulphuric acid 10% 5%"

The sub-item shall read:

"1. Aluminiumoxide.

(1) Intended for use in the manufacture
of aluminium 15% 7.5%

(2) Other 15% 10%

Delete "metallic" and substitute "metal"

The heading shall read:

"Aldehydes, aldehyde-alcohols, aldehyde-ethers,
aldehyde-phenols and other single or complex

o.rgen-fumctinn aldehydes; cyclic polymers
of aldeydes; parafoaldehyde:"

Delete "debydroepiadosterone; pregnenolone ;"

Itemex 29.14

The heading shal t read:

"Monocarboxylicacids and their anhydrides, Wides,
peroxides and peracids, and their halogenated,
suiphonated, nitrated or nitrbsbted derivatives:"
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PART I (continued )

Item 29.15

The heading shall read:

"Polycarboxylic acids and their anhydrides, halides,
peroxides en! pera4ids, and their halogenated,
sulphbnated, nitrated'or nitrosated derivatives:"

item ex, 29.16

The item shall read:

"29.16 Carboxylic acids with alcohol, phenol,
aldehyde or ketone function and other
single or complex Axygen-function
carb aic acids and their anhydrides,
halides, peroxides and peracids, and
their haiogenated, sulphonated, nitrated
or nitrosated derivatives:

l. Carboxyrlic acids with alcohol
function and their derivates:
(1) Lactic acid. 25% 12.
(2) Tartaric. aqid 20% 1.0%
.5) holi.acid 15%7.5%
6) Other- 20% 10%

2. Carbowylic acids with.phepol
function and their derivatives:
(1) Salicylic acid 20% 10%
(2) Acetylsalicylic acid ;20% .-10%
(3) Other 20% 10%

3. Other:
Dehydrocholic acid Free Free,

2) Other 20% 10%"

Itemex29.22

Delete "phenylmethylamznopropane" and substitute
"}phenylaminpropane"f
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Item ex 29.25

The item shall read:

"ex 29.25 Carboxyamide-function compounds;
amide-function compounds of
carbonic acid:

1. Dulcin .20%, 10%
:2. Dimethyltormamide 20% 10%
3. hDibylaminoaceto-2,6-xylidide- 15% 7.5%
4. l3l3-imethyl-2 ,6-dioxo-4/-amino-
* 5-formylaminopy!imidine 20% 10%

ex 5. Other:
-Other than narcotics 20% 10%"

Item 29.26

The heading shall read:

"Carboxyimide-unction compounds (including
.ortho-benzoiculbimide and its salts) and
imie-fnction compounds (including hexa-
methenetetramine and rimethylenetrini-
trarie :"

.elete "Saccharin" and substitute "o-Benzoicessulphimide
(saccharin) aid its salts"

Delete the sub-item 10 and substitute

"10. Dextro--_(pmethoybenzyl)-2-methyl-
octahydroisoquinoline tartrate; dextro-3-
hydrcoxy-N-methyltno innn; dextro-3-
methaxq-N-nethylmorphinan hydrobromide;
3.,4-diethyl-o5aminoiscaazole :15% 7.5%

ex 311, Other:
For rubber accelerators or :rubber:.
antioxidants' 25% 12.5%
Other, excluding narcotics

-32 -
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Item29.39

The heading shall read:

"Hormones, natural or reproduced by synthesis;
derivatives thereof, used primarily as
hormones; other steroids used prim ly as
hormones:".

Delete the sub-item' 5- and substitute:

"5: Dehydroepiandrosterone and pregnenolone 10% 5%

6. Other 20% 10%"

The sub-item 3 shall read:

"3. Other:

(1) Caffeine:
A. Containing-not more than 94% by

weight of anhydrous caffeine,
calculated on the dry anhydrous
product 25% 20%

:B. Other 25% 20%

(2) Nicotine sulphate 20%
(4) Ergotamine tartrate Free Free

(5) Laevo-alkaloids of belladonna leaves 15% 7.5%
(6) Theophylline calcium 20% 10%

(7) Theobromine 20% 10%

ex (8) Other:
Other than the following: alkaloids
of coca leaves; phenylmethyl-
aminoopropane; 1-phenyl-2-methyl-
aminopropanol-l; 1-phenyl-l-chloro-.
2-methylaminopropane;: 1-phenyl-2-
dimethyl-aminopropanol-l; 1-phenyl-
1-chi3ero-2-di3rnthylaminopropee 1-
phenyl-2-dimethylaminopropane; salts
of all the foregoing 20% 10%"

- 33 '-
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Item ex 30.03
The sub-item 4 shall read:

"4. Other:
(1) Put up in forms or in packings of.

a kind sold by retail:
A. Preparations ith a basis of heat-

treated human plasma protein and
preparations with a basis of
heat-treated human serum albumin 25% 12.5%

ex B. Other:
Other than those of narcotics,
of cannabis or of awakening-
amines 25% 12.5%

ex (2) Other:
Other than those of narcotics, of
cannabis or of awakening-amines 20% 10%"

Item ex 31.05

The item shall read:

"31.05 Other fertilizers; goods of the present
Chapter in tablets, lozenges and similar
prepared forms or in packings of a gross
weight not exceeding 10 kg:

Monommonium and diammonium crthoo
phosphates and the goods consisting
chiefly of ammonium phosphates 20% 10%
Other Free Free"

The item shallread:

"'32.03 Synthetic organic tanning substances,
and inorganic tanning substances;
tanning preparations, whether or not
containing natural tanning materials;
enzymatic preparations for pre-tanning
(for example, of enzymatic, pancreatic,
^. bacterial origin):

- 34 -
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Item 32.03 (ctd) 1. Synthetic organic tanning
substances 5% 2. 5%

2. Enzymatic preparations for
pre-tanning 15% 7.5%

3. Other 20% 10%"

Item32.08

The item shall read:

"32.08 Prepared pigments, prepared opacifiers
and prepared colours, vitrifiable
enamels and glazes, liquid lustres
and similar products, of the kind used
in the ceramic, enamelling and glass
industries; engobes (slips); glass
frit and other glass, in the form of
powder, granules or flakes:

1. Prepared pigments, 'prepared
opacifiers and prepared colours 15% 7.5%

2. Other:.
Class frit and other glass 10% 5%
Other 15% 7.5%"

Delete "dyes in forms or packings of a kind sold
by retail:" and substitute:

"dyes or other colouring matter in forms or
packings of a kind sold ;;y retail:'

The heading shall read:

"Glaziers' putty; grafting putty; painters'
fillings; non-refractory surfacing preparations;
stopping, sealing and similar mastics, including
resin mastics and cements"

Item ex 33.01

Delete "cinnamon leaf oil" and substitute "cinnamon oil"

Delete "ceder oil" and substitute "cedar oil"
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Item 33.06

The sub-item 5 shall read:

"5. Other:

1) Room deodorisers 20% 10%
(2) Other:

Shaving preparations, mature
preparations and incenses 40% 20%
Other:

In liquid or paste form 30% 15%
Other 35% 17.5%"

Item 34.01

The heading shall read:

"Soap; organic surface-active products and
preparations for use as soap, in the form of
bars, cakes or moulded pieces or shapes, whether
or not combined with soap:"

Item 34.03

Delete sand insulating .oils,"

Item 38.19

The item shall read:

"38.19 Chemical products and preparations of the
chemical or allied industries (including
those consisting of mixtures of natural
products), notelsewhere specified or
included; residual products of the
chemical or allied industries, not else-
where specified or included:

1. Preparations for pre-tanning 15% 7.5%
2. Mixtures of liquid alkylaryl-

hydrocarbons 15% 7.5%
3. Liquid polyethylene glycol 20% 10%

- 36 -
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Item 38.19 (ctd)

Itemex39.01
Delete the

5. Catalysts:

(1) Iron catalysts and platinum
catalysts

(2) Silica-alumina catalysts

(3) Other
6. Rubber anti-oxidants
7. Refractory construction materials
8. Master blend for the manufacture

of chewing-gum, excluding those
containing sugar or other
sweetenings or flavours

9. Selenium residue and tellurium
residue

10. Other

sub-item 5 and substitute:

"5. Products described in Note 2(A)(b) or
2(A)(c) to Chapter 59

6.- Other:
(1) Of phenol resins

(2) Of polyester resins

(3) Of silicones

(4) Other

Delete the

"(2)

(3)

Delete the

(7)
(8)

sub-item 1(2) and substitute:

Of polypinene
Other:
Of polybutene
Other

sub-item 2(7) and substitute:
Of polypinene
Other:
Of ion-exchange resins
Other

L/3705

Free
20%

15%
25%
15%

Free

Free
20%

Free

10%
7.5%
12.5%
7.5%

Free

Free

10%"

Item 39.02

30%

30%
30%
30%
30%

15%

15%
15%
15%
15%"

20%

20%
20%

10%

17.5%
10%

10%

17.5%
10%

20%

20%
20%
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Item 39.02 (ctd)

Delete the sub-item 5 and substitute:

5. Products described in Note 2(A)(b)
or 2(A)(c) to Chapter 59:
(1) Of polyvinylr chloride resins or

polyvinyl acetate resins:
In primary 'forms
Other

(2) Other:
Of fluorine resins or methyl
methacrylate resins

Other
6. Other:

(1) Of polyethylene
(2) Of fluorine resins

(3) Of polysty7rne
(4) Of polyvinyl chloride resins or

polyvinyl acetate resins:
A. Polyvinyl chloride resin plaiting

materials with a core of rattan

B. Other:
In primary forms
Other

(5) Of acrylic resins:'
Of methyl methacrylate resins
Other

(6) Other

20%
30%

30%
30%

30%.
30%
30%

30%

20%
30%

30%
30%
30%

10%
15%

17.5%
15%

-15%
17.5%
15%

15%

10%
15%

17.5%
15%
15%
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The item shall read:

"39.07 Articles of materials of the kinds
described in headings Nos. 39.01 to
39.06:

1. Spools, reels and similar supports
2. Other:

(1) Articles of materials of the
kinds described in heading
39.01 or 39.02

(2) Other

15%

30%

Itemex40.01
The item shall read:

"ex .40.1O Natural rubber latex, whether or not
with added synthetic rubber latex;-
pre-vulcanised natural rubber latex;
natural rubber, balata, gutta-percha
and similar natural gums:

Natural rubber latex, with added
synthetic rubber latex; thermo-
sensitive and electro-positive
natural rubber latex; pre-
vulcanised natural rubber latex
Natural rubber, with added
plasticisers or other substances
(other than preservatives and
clay) before coagulation
Natural iuns, excluding natural
rubber and gutta-percha

15%

15%

Free

Item ex 4002

The item shall read:

Synthetic rubber latex; pre-
vulcanised synthetic rubber latex;
synthetic rubber; factice derived
from .lls:

Thermo-sersitive and electro-
positive synthetic rubber later;
pre-vulcmised synthetic rubber
latex 15% 7.5%

7.5%

15%
10n

7.5%

7.5%

Free"

VIex 40.02
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Item ex 40.02 (ctd) Natural rubber modified with
artificial plastic materials,
described in Note 4(c) to this
Chapter 15% 7.5%
Synthetic rubber, with added
plasticisers or other substances
(other than mineral oil,
preservatives and colouring
-matter solel2y for the *purpose of
identification) before coagulation 15% Free*
Factice Free Free"

Itemex 44.09
The heading shallread:

"Hoopwood; split poles; piles, pickets and
stakes of wood, pointed but not sawn lengthwise;
chipwood; pulpwood in chips or particles;
wood shavings of a kind suitable for use in
the manufacture of vinegar or for the
clarification of liquids:"

The heading shall read:

"Complete wooden packing cases, boxes, crates,
drums and similar packings"

The item shall read:

56.03 Waste (including yani waste and pulled
or garnetted rags) of man-made fibres
(continuous or discontinos), not
carded, combed or otherwise prepared
for spinning:

Of synthetic fibres 12.5% 6.25%

- 40-
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PART I (continued)
Item57.03

The heading shall read:

"Jute and other textile bast fibres not elsewhere
specified or included, raw or processed but not
spun; tow and waste thereof (including pulled
or garnetted rags or ropes)"

.Item.57.06 ,

The heading shall read:

"Yar nf jute or of other textile bast fibres
of heading No. 57.03"

Item 57,10

The heading shall read:

"Woven fabrics of jute or of other textile
bast fibres of heading No. 57.03"

Item 58.02

The item shall read:

"58.02 Other carpets, carpeting, rugs, mats
and matting, and "Kelem" "Schumacks"
and "Karamanie" rugs and the like
(made up or not):
1. Of coir 30% 15%
2. Other:

Of cotton ,30% 21%
Other 30% 15%"

After "Chenille yarn" insert "(including flock chenille
yarn)"

Delete "jute" and substitute "textile fibres of
heading No. 57.03"

L/3705
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Item 59.08

The heading shall read:

"Textile fabrics impregnated, coated, covered
or laminated with preparations of cellulose
derivatives or of other artificial plastic
materials"

Item ex 61.02

Delete "other than those embroidered" and substitute
'other than those containing embroidery"

Items 62.03 and 62.04.

Delete "jute" and substitute "textile fibres of
heading No. 57.03"

Item 68.04

Delete "not mounted. on frameworks" and substitute
"without frameworks"

Item 69.01

The heading shall read:

"Heat-insulating bricks, blocks, tiles and other
heat-insulating goods of siliceous fossil meals
or--of similar siliceous earths (for example,-
kieselgphr, tripolite or diatomite)"

Item 69.10

Delete "fittings" and substitute "fixtures"

Item 70.12

The heading shall read:

"Glass inners for vacuum flasks or for other
vam vessels"
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Item 70.19

The item shall read:

"70.19 Glass beads, imitation pearls, imitation
precious and semi-precious stones,
fragments and chippings, and similar
fancy or decorative glass. smallwares,
and articles of glassware made there-
from; glass cubes and small glass
plates, whether or not on a backing,
for mosaics and similar decorative
purposes; artificial eyes of glass,
including those for toys but excluding
those for wear by humans; ornaments and
other fancy articles of lamp-worked
glass; glass grains (ballotini):

1. Glass cubes and small glass
plates, whether or not on a
backing, for mosaics and
similar decorative purposes;
artificial eyes of glass, in-
cluding those for toys but ex-
cluding those for wear. by
humans; ornaments and other
fancy r-'icles of lamp-worked
glass: excluding those com-
bined with precious metals or
metals plated with precious
metals 15% 7.5%

2. Other 20% 10%"

Item 71.12

The item shall read:

"71.12 Articles of jewellery and parts thereof,
of precious metal or rolled precious
metal:

Made of, or combined with, silver or
platinum group metals 35% 17.5%
Other:

Combined or trimmed with gold,
value of the part of gold being
less than 80% of the total value
(excluding chains for watches,
spectacles or pince-nez and other
ornamental chains worn on person) 50% 25%
Other 40% 20%"
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The item shall read:

"71.13 Articles of goldsmiths or silversmiths'
Wares and parts thereof, of precious metal
or rolled precious metal, other than goods
failing within heading No. 71.12:

Made of, or combined with, silver or
platinum group metals; coma ed or
trimmed with gold, value of the part
of gold being less than 80% of the
total value: excluding the following:
knives, razors, scissors and other
o.utlery, spoons, brooms and brushes 50% 25%
Other 40% 20%"

The item shall read:,

"71..34 Other.articles. of precious metal or
rolled precious metal:

1. For. laboratory or industrial
purposes 10% 5%

2.. Other:
Made of, or combined with,
silver or platimum group.
metals; combined or trimmed
with gold, value of the part
of gold being less than 80%
of the total value 50% 25%
Other 40% 20%"

Item ex 73.15

The sub-item 1(1) shall read:
"(1) High speed steel, containing,

by weight, not less than 3%
of chromium and not less than
.-8% of tungsten d mobden
taken together 25%

L/3705
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Item 73.21

Delete ", complete or incomplete, whether or not
assembled,"

Item 73.22

After "material" insert "(other than compressed or
liquefied gas)"

Item 73.3,

The heading shall read:

"Containers, of iron or steel, for compressed
or liquefied gas"

Item -73.33

Delete ", including blanks"

Item 7337

Delete "steam-generating"

Item 73.

Delete "buiders".

Item, 7.401

The sub-item 2(2) shall read:

" (2) Otheri
Blister copper in bart containing more
than 95% by weight of copper 10% 8.5%

Other:
Containing more than 95% by weight
of copper 27 7e/kg 24 Yen/g
Other 30 yen/kg,24 k

Item 74.07
The sub-item 3(1) shall read:

"(1) Of beryllium copper' alloy 25% 20%"
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Item 74.09

After "material" insert "(other than compressed ir
liquefied gas)"

Delete "builders"'

Item 75.03

The sub-item l(l) shall read:

"(1) Unalloyed:
A. Intended for use in the manufacture

of getters for vacum tubes or of
alkaline accumulators 200 yen/kg 100. yen/kg

B. Other 200 yen/kg 100 yen kg

Item 76.08

Delete", complete or incomplete, whether or not
assembled,"

Item 76.09

After "mateial" insert "(other than compressed or

liquefied gas)"
Item 76.11

The heading shall read:

"Containers, of alumnium for compressed or
liquefied gas"

Item 76.15

Deleten"builderss''

Item 82.04

Delete "mounted .glaziers' diamonds" and substitute
"glaziers' diamonds"
Delete "mounted on frameworks" and substitute "with
frameworkz"
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Item 83.01

Delete "finished or not,"

Item ex 84.01

The item shall read:

"ex 84.01 Steam and other vapour generating boilers
(excluding centrral heating hot water
boilers capable also of producing low
pressure steam); super-heated water
toilers:

1. Boilers:
With a generating capacity
of not less than 1,300
metric tons/hour 20% 15%
Other 20% 7.5%"

Mn.. 6

Delete "auto-bicycles and" and substituto "auto-
bicycles or for"

Item ex. 84.45

Delete "metallic" and substitute "metal"

Item ex 84.51

the item shall read:

"ex 84.51 Typewriters, other than typewriters
incorporating calculating mechanisms;
cheque-writing machines:

ex 1. Typewriters:
Other than electric type-
writers.(excluding portable
electric typewriters) 15% 7.5%

2. Cheque-writing machines 15%. 7.5%`
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Itemex 84.52

The item sha1l read:

Calculating machines; accounting
machines, cash registers, postage-
franking machines, ticket-issuing
'machines and similar machines,.
incorporating a calculating device:
ex 2. Other:

Electric calculating machines:
Other than those with
3 rules or more calculat-
ing mechanisms

Bookkeeping and accounting
machines:

Other than the following:
electronic bookkeeping and
accounting .machines, and
"ther bookkeeping and
accounting machines with
3 rules or more calculating
mehanisms.

Cash registers:
Other than those with 5 or
more totalling devices

Other

Item ex84.53

The item shalI read:

4ex8.53 Automatic data processing machines
and units thereof; magnetic or
optical readers, machines for
transcribing data onto data media
in coded form and machines for
processing such data, not else-
where specified or included:

"ex 84.52

15% 7.5%

15%

15%
15%

7.5%

7.5%
7 5%"
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Item ex 84.53
(ctd)

2. Other.
Punching machines, checking
machines, sorting machines,
tabulating machines., calcu-
lating punches (excluding
electronic calculating punches
other than those with self-
contained mechanisms for
reading and punching cards),
collators, interpreters and
other statistical machines
and their axiliary machines,
of a kind operated in con-
junction with punched cards
or of a kind used for pre-
paring punched cards

Other
10%
15%

Itemex 84.54
The item shall read:

"84.54 Other office ma-bines. (fer example,
hectograph or stencil duplicating
machines, addressing machines, coin-
sorting machines, coin-counting and
wrapping machines, pencil-sharpening
machines, perforating and stapling
machines)

The item shall read:

"ex 84.55 Parts and accessories (other than
covers, carrying cases and the like)
suitable for use solely or principally
with machines of a kind falling within
heading No. 84.51, 84.52, 84.53 or
84.54: 1

Other than those of electronic
calculating machines, of
electronic automatic data
processing machines and of
their units:

Parts of statistical machines of
a kind operated in conjunction
with punched cards
Other

I0%
15%

L/3705
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Item ex 84.59

The heading shall read:

"Machines .and mechanical appliances, having
individual functions, not falling Within
Yan other heading of this Chapter:"

Delete "metallic" and substitute "metal"

Item ex 84.61

Delete "rated pressure" and substitute nominall presmwre"1

The sub-item 1 shall read:

"1. Vacum cleaners, floor polishers, food
grinders, food mixers, fruit juice
extracts 'and, fans,, and parts thereof:

(1) - Fans 15% 7.5%
(2) Other 15% 7.5%"

Ite 85.0

Delete "dynamos and cut-outs for use in conjunction
therewith:" and substitute: "generators (dynames
and alternators) and outouts for use in conjunction
with such engines:"

itemex 85.15
Delete includingng those incorporating gramophines)"
and substitute "(including receivers incorporating
sound recorders or reproducers)".

The sub-item 1 shall read:

"l. Radio-broadcast receivers (including
chassis):
Incorporating soumd reproducers 35% 17.5%

Other:
Chassis 20% 10%
Other 18% 9%"
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Item -85.19

The heading shall read:

"Electrical apparatus for making and breaking
electrical circuits, for the protection of elec-
trical circuits, or for making connections to
or in electrical circuits (for example, switches,
relays, fuses, lightning arresters, surge
suppressors, plugs, lampholders and junction
boxes); resistors, fixed or variable (including
potentiometers), other than heating resistors;
printed circuits; switchboards (other than
telephone switchboards) and control panels:"

Item 85.20
Delete
lamps"

"incandescent 'lamps" and substitute "filament

Item ex 85.21

The item shall read:

t' ex 85.21 Thermionic, cold cathode and photo-
cathode valves and tubes (including
vapour or gas filled valves and tubes,
cathode-ray tubes, television camera
tubes and mercury arc rectifying
valves and tubes); photocells;
mounted piezo-electric crystals;
diodes, transistors and similar semi-
conductor devices; electronic micro--
circuits:

1. Thermionic valves and tubes:
For laboratory instruments or
apparatus
Other:
Receiving tubes, excluding
non-entertainment receiving
tubes (i.e. reliable tubes)
Other

15%

20% 10%

30% 15%

L/3705
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Itexex85.21 ex 2. Diodes, transistors and similar semi-
(ctd) conductor devices; integrated

circuits:
Uneased 15% 10%
Other:

Germanium transistots 15% 7.5%
3. Other 15% 10%"

Item e. 85.22

The item shall read:

"ex 85.22 Electrical appliances and apparatus,
having individual functions, not

;!falling within any other heading
of this Chapter:

Other than signal generators
designed for use at frequencies
not less than 100 NH, 15% 7.5%"

Item 86.08
The heading shall read:

"Containers specially designed and equipped
for carriage by one or more modes transport"

Item 87.02
The sub-item 3 shall read:

"3. Trucks, vans or lorries, other than those
of track-laying type and shuttle cars:

Trucks, of a wheel base more than
254 cm and a loading capacity not
less than 18 metric tons, excluding 1 5
those of tbree-wheeled type 27% 13.5%

30% 15%11Other
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PART I (continued)
Item 87.07

The heading shall read:

"Works trucks, mechanically propelled, of the
types used in factories, warehouses, dock areas
or airports for, short distance transport or
handling of goods (for example, platform trucks,
fork-lift trucks and straddle carriers);
tractors of the type used on railway station
platforms; parts of the foregoing vehicles"

The item shall read:

"87.14 Other vehicles (including trailers),
not mechanically propelled, and
parts thereof:

Trailers for motor vehicles falling
within .heading No. 87.01 or 87.02,
and parts thereof 30% 15%
Other 15% 7.0%

Item es 89.01

The item shall read:

"ex. 89.01 Ships, boats and othér vessels not
falling within any of the following
headings of this Chapter:
ex 1. Of a gross tonnage of not

less than 10,000 tons:
Other than warships 15% 7.5%

ex 2. Other:
Other than warships 15% 7.5%"

Item 89 02g.

The heading shall read:

"Vessels specially designed for towing (tugs)
or pushing other vessels

- 53 -
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The item shall read:

"!89.04 Ships, boats and other vessels for
breaking up:

.Liberty type ships and similar
standardised. cargo ships in war
time, oil tankers and landing
vessels 0.8% 0.4%
Aircraft eupply ships 1.5% 0.75%
Other cargo vessels 1.2% 0.6%

Other 2.3% 1.15%"

The item shall read:
"g

, 3."90.10 Apparatus and equipment of, a kind used
in photographic or cinematographic
laboratoriess not falling within any
other heading in this Chapter- photo-
copying apparatus (whether incorporating
an optical system or of the contact
type) and thermo-copying apparatus;
screens for projectors:

1. Apparatus and equipment of a
kind used in photogiaph:Lc or
cinematographic laboratories;
parts and accessories thereof 20% 10%

2. Other 20% 7.5%"

Item 90.19

The item shall read:

"90.19 Orthopaedic appliances, surgical belts,
trusses and, the like; splints and other
fracture appliances; artificial limbs,
eyes, teeth and other artificial parts of
the body; deaf-aids and" other appliances
which are worn or carried, or implanted in
the body, to compensate for a defect or
disability 15% 7.5%"
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PART1(contiued)

Item ex 90.28

The item shall read:

"ex 90.28 Electrical measuring, checking,
analysing or automatically
controlling instruments and
apparatus:*
ex 1. Described in Note 5(a) to this

Chapter:
Other than the following:
oscilloscopes designed for use
at frequencies not less than
30- NHz, vacuum tube volt-
meters designed for use at
frequencies not less than
100 NHz, frequency measuring
apparatus designed for use
at frequencies not less than
100 MHz, microwave measuring
sets designed for use at
frequencies not less than
1,000 MHz, noise level meters,
electric field intensity
meters, admittance bridges,
impedance bridges and elec-
tronic frequency or period
counters 15% 7.5%

2. Described in Note 5(b) to this
Chapter 15% 7.5%

3. Described in Note 5(c) to this
Chapter 15% 10%

4. Described in Note 5(d) to this
Chapter 15% 7.5%"

Item91.02

The item shall read:

"91.02 Clooks with watch movements (excluding
clocks of heading No. 91.03):

1. With case, frame or the like, made
of, or combined with, precious
metals, rolled precious metals,
metals plated with precious metals,
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PARI (continued)

Item 91.02 (ctd) precious stones, semi-precious
stones, pearls, elephants' tusks
or Bekko:
Electric clocks 20% 10%
Other 27% 13.5%

2. Other:
Electric clocks 20% 10%
Other 27% 13.5%"

Item 91.07

The item shall read:

"91.07 Watch movements (including stop-watch
movements), assembled 25% 12.5%"

Delete i,including blanks thereof"'

Item 97.04

Delet "Trump" and substitute "Playing cards"

The item shall read.

"98.10 Mechanical lighters and similar lighters,
including chemical and electrical
lighters, and parts thereof, excluding
flints and wicks:

1. Made of, or combined with, precious
metals, rolled precious metals,
metals plated with precious metals,
precious or semi-precious stones,
pearls, coral, elephants' tusks
or Bekko:

Made of, or combined with,
precious stones, semi-precious

. stones, silver or platinum
group metals 45% 22.5%
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PART I (continued)

Item -98.0 (ctd) Other:

Combined or trimmed with gold,
value of the part of gold
being less than 80% of the
total value 50% 25%
Other 40% 20%

2. Other 20% 10%"

Item 98.11

The item shall read:

"98.11 Smoking pipes; pipe bowls, stems and
other parts of smoking pipes (including
roughly shaped blocks of wood or root);
cigar and cigarette holders and parts
thereof:

1. Made of, or combined with, precious
metals, rolled precious metals,
metals plated with precious metals,
precious or semi-precious stones,
pearls, coral, elephants' tusks
or Bekko:

Made of, or combined with,
precious stones, semi-precious
stones, silver or platinum
group metals 45% 22.5%
Other:

Combined or trimmed with gold,
value of the part of gold
being less than 80% of' the
total value 50% 25%
Other 40% 20%

2. Other:
Of synthetic resins other than
phenol resins 30% 15%
Other 20% 10%"

Note: These rectifications will become effective on the thirtieth day
following the notification given to that effect by the Government
of Japan to the Director-General of the CONTRACTING PARTIES upon
the completion of internal procedures, or on such earlier date
as may be indicated in -chat notification.


